Label-free detection of protein binding with multisine SPR microchips.
Label-free techniques such as surface plasmon resonance (SPR) have used a step-response excitation method to characterize the binding of two biochemical entities. A major drawback of the step response technique is its high susceptibility to thermal drifts and noise which directly determine the minimum detectable binding mass. In this paper we present a new frequency-domain method based on the use of multisine chemical excitation that is much less sensitive to these disturbances. The multisine method was implemented in a PDMS microfluidic chip using a dual channel, dual multiplug chemical signal generator connected to functionalized and reference SPR binding spots. Kinetic constants for the reaction are extracted from the characteristics of the sense spot response versus frequency. The feasibility of the technique was tested using a model system of Carbonic Anhydrase-II analyte and amino-benzenesulfonamide ligand. The experimental signal to noise ratio (SNR) for the multisine measurement is about 32 dB; 7 dB higher than that observed with the single step-response method, while the overall measurement time is twice as long as the step method.